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in female shapes) spoken of above are to be looked upon
as appertaining to, and emanating from the sterner or awe
inspiring aspect of the divine nature, and ^a*e connected
with the cremation ground fof the universe, when the flames
of the millineum-fire shall consume and reduce it to its
original nothingness, together with the space and time its
habitation and life); and the above portion of the Chapter
dealing with the aforesaid manifestations is called Ambas-
takam (36).
The goddess Ksama should be represented as a woman old
and possessing two arms, with her mouth widely opened,
and surrounded on all sides by jackals; and the manifesta-
tion of the goddess known as KsamakSri should be imaged
as having very large teeth, and in a kneeling posture (37).
The Jaksinis (wives of a class of demi-gods, and female atten-
dants of the goddess Durga and her different manifestations)
should be made as maidens with large, motionless eyes; the
Shaking should be made with eyes looking askance. The
Maharamya* should be endowed with yellow eyes, and the
Apsaras should be always represented as extremely handsome
damsels (38).
Nandisha, the porter of the goddess should be represented
as carrying a rosary in one hand, and a trident in the other;
tnd Makakal should be imaged as equipped with a sword,
a human head, a mace, and a Kkataka weapon (39). Bhringy
should be made to appear as an extremely emaciated person
Kusmanda should be sculptured as a man of small stature in
a dancing attitude; while the; Attendants known as Birvadras
etc* should be endowed with the*heads and ears of elephants
mad cows (40). Ghantakurna should be represented as
possessing e^hteeo bands, eight on each side, and carrying
a thunder-bolt, a sword, a clab, a ch&kra an arrow, a mace, a
pike and a club on tie right; and & targan*, Kheta Shakti, a
human bead, a asose, a bow, a^ bell, an axe. on the left,
*ad * trkfcat, remaining with tit two bands situate 00

